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A man was caught on video allegedly attempting to remove an egg from a female carrier pigeon, a breed known for its ability to lay eggs for years. The video shows the man apparently grabbing onto the bird, but was not successful in removing the egg in time. A small flock of birds was near the scene at the time. Man reportedly tries to remove egg from female
chicken The video comes from a person who filmed the scene in Beit Hakerem, an area of Jerusalem, which is known for its large pigeon population, the Wall Street Journal reports. The New York Daily News notes it also comes from an area that has attracted attention before for similar bird-related occurrences. According to the paper, a similar video was also

posted to Reddit, where it was described as a "heartless attempt to steal an egg." The caption for the video says: "I don't have time to sit here with you until someone orders lunch." Related stories:ABOUT US Samana is a brand new residential, family run company offering hotel, self-catering and holiday apartments and houses in a stunning location; located on the
Amalfi Coast in Southern Italy, the area is the place of choice for many people with a holiday or a weekend away from home. Samana offers fully equipped flats, terrace houses and holiday cottages for two to eight people; the company has combined a number of their properties, so that the accommodation is all available for short breaks to more extended

holidays. The owners of Samana are fluent in English and Italian and always on hand to help during your stay. All of their properties are situated in the centre of the beautiful Amalfi Coast area which has breathtaking coastal scenery, stunning beaches and little villages which are well worth a visit. The very local area of the village of Samaná has a very friendly feel
to it and the locals are always happy to help out visitors to the area. There are plenty of shops, local restaurants and bars available all within a five minute walk to the family run hotels of Samana. A friendly welcome is assured at all Samana properties and, in true Italian style, there are always lots of interesting things happening in the local area. Samana

apartments are located on the centre of the Amalfi Coast, so when your holiday is complete, they are all conveniently located for visiting other places on the coast such as: Positano, Sorrent 0cc13bf012
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